Concentration fluctuation effects on the phase behavior of compressible diblock copolymers.
A Hartree analysis has been performed for compressible diblock copolymers of incompatible pairs to investigate the concentration fluctuation effects on their microphase separation behavior. The free energy in the Hartree analysis is obtained from the self-consistent correction to its mean-field cousin, which was recently formulated for such copolymer systems. The mean-field phase diagram is shown to be significantly affected by the fluctuation effects as the copolymer chain size N is lowered. An effective interaction chi(cRPA), which carries not only the change in contact interactions but also the compressibility difference between block components, plays a key role in understanding of the phase behavior and the pressure responses of various thermodynamic transitions for the copolymers with finite sizes. In particular, a symmetric copolymer at disorder-to-lamella transition is found to satisfy Nchi(cRPA)(q*)=10.495+41.022N(-1/3) when evaluated at a characteristic wave number q* for ordered microphases.